
Ben & Andy - Part III

1 Ben but I'm really really a:lways wanted to go to Brazil,

2 and they pay for e:verything,

3 Andy ((whistling sound))

4 Ben it's like,

5 when are you getting this opportunity [again]?

6 Andy [ever again] yeah.

7 Ben you really don't know,

8 Andy so what would you do?

9 just-,

10 Ben youth work,

11 I think you are working at school,

12 as like a language assistant,

13 Andy mhm.

14 Ben it's like you don't need to know a language,

15 because I know Spanish,

16 I can read it,

17 like Portuguese,

18 Ben yeah.

19 Andy erm,

20 ( ) I just like really want to go to Brazil,

21 Ben yeah,

22 {part inaudible}

23 where would you stay?

24 ‘cause I'm a bi-,

25 Andy you either stay in a hotel or a hostel or something,

26 or in a erm,

27 house like with a family,

28 I think I'd rather stay with a family,

29 ‘cause it's part of like [the experience],

30 Ben [yeah].

31 Andy if I was going on holiday I'd stay in a hotel,

32 but if I was going for something like this (  ),

33 I think I'd rather sta-

34 Andy ( )

35 Ben depends,

36 I couldn't .. I couldn't be like a (2.0) backpacker,



37 just staying anywhere,

38 Andy no way I could do that either,

39 like I wanna travel,

40 and I can do like cheap (jobs) in hotels,

41 Ben yeah I could do [that],

42 Andy [or like] being in (  ),

43 but not like a hostel with like a sleeping bag and,

44 Ben like a [sh:ed],

45 Andy a [tent],

46 in a bedroom with random people,

47 yeah,

48 Ben °no I couldn't do that°,

49 Andy what about (  ),

50 Ben I don't know ‘cause (then I) can't go to Australia,

51 and that's like equal,

52 Andy would that be with Tom?

53 Ben yeah,

54 caus' he goes out,

55 he was gonna go April,

56 but now they're (  ) to go to Egypt,

57 Andy mhm,

58 Ben he's away for our three year anniversary,

59 Andy o;h [n:o],

60 Ben [I know],

61 Andy but he gets back from Egypt the day after,

62 so it's not so b[ad],

63 Ben [oh] THAT'S ok,

64 Andy yeah.

65 so he can take me shopping,

66 or something he can make it up,

67 Ben yeah,

68 Andy erm,

69 and then,

70 and then erm,

71 yeah and then he was gonna go to Australia,

72 like a week after that,

73 so like June July,

74 Ben yeah.



75 Andy so then I was gonna go July and August,

76 and then come back for uni in September,

77 Ben yeah.

78 Andy but if I go and do that,

79 there wouldn't be much (point),

80 ‘cause I only have].like two or three weeks,

81 Ben [yeah].

82 Andy ‘cause if you're going that far,

83 you wanna go for like a month or something,

84 Ben yeah.

85 Andy so .. I don't know,

86 Ben so what's Tom doing out in Australia?

87 Andy erm rugby,

88 Ben I'm just-,

89 how long is he going for,

90 Andy sixth to eight months,

91 Ben °(oh do you think you can)°

92 Andy it's not even,

93 if I don't go it's not even like,

94 Ben (they do all like),

95 Andy yeah,

96 I mean if he calls ( ) it's like frustrating,

97 Ben yeah.

98 Andy but then if I don't go,

99 unless I go at christmas,

100 but then I'm 
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